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Heinz Memorial Chapel 

University of Pittsburgh 

Public Health Safety Measures 

 

 In order to ensure the safety of visitors to the University’s Heinz Memorial Chapel (the 

“Chapel”) and to comply with applicable rules, regulations and guidance (including those from 

the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”), the Pennsylvania Governor, 

Pennsylvania Department of Health, and the University of Pittsburgh), the following public health 

safety measures for weddings at the Chapel are enacted until further notice and may change from 

time to time:   

 

1. Refund and Rescheduling. Weddings at the Chapel in 2021 may be cancelled by 

either the University or the wedding couple due to COVID-19. The University shall provide as 

much advance notice as is reasonable and possible for any cancellation. Wedding couples should 

understand that given the nature of and risk of a COVID-19 outbreak, a cancellation by the 

University may occur and may occur without much notice. For any cancellation due to COVID-

19, the wedding couple shall have the option to either: (i) receive a full refund; or (ii) reschedule 

the wedding to a future available date and time, if any. 

 

2. Safety Requirements. The following measures must be followed at any wedding, 

memorial or funeral service, baptism, or other event or service at the Chapel until further notice: 

 

(i) Rehearsal. Rehearsals will be limited to no more than twenty (20) people (which 

includes all participants) and will serve as a walkthrough of the ceremony or event with a Chapel 

coordinator. Masks and six (6)-feet of physical distancing are required. The organist will not be 

present. The walkthroughs are limited to thirty (30) minutes and parties should enter from the main 

doors (unless requiring the accessible entrance) and exit from the accessible entrance. If the 

wedding couple or main contact for the event cannot attend the walk-through, they are required to 

meet remotely (via videoconference or telephone) with the Chapel coordinator to discuss the 

process and procedures prior to the ceremony. Couples or designated contacts should discuss and 

explain the procedures and guidelines with any of their participants who were unable to attend the 

walkthrough. 

 

(ii) Number of Participants and Guests. No more than twenty-five (25) people may be 

at any wedding or event, including the wedding couple, officiant, attendants, guests, 

photographer(s), videographer(s), Chapel staff, organist, and others; provided, however, that the 

maximum permitted occupancy is subject to change if and to the extent that such change is 

necessary or advisable for the University to comply with applicable laws, rules, or regulations or 

to ensure adequate safety protocols in connection with COVID-19 or any similar pandemic or 

epidemic. The wedding couple or main contact for the event must provide a list of names of all 

those attending and their vendors no later than seven (7) calendar days prior to the wedding or 

event date. The list must include a phone number for each name for contact tracing purposes. It is 

the responsibility of the wedding couple or main event contact to update the list, if necessary. Only 

those on the list provided to the University will be allowed into the Chapel. As part of the provided 
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list, the wedding couple or main event contact must also indicate those individuals requiring use 

of the handicap accessible entrance to the Chapel. 

(iii) Seating. Each couple, participant, guest, and vendor must check-in with the 

designated Chapel staff when entering the Chapel. The right main door of the Chapel will be open 

for entering the Chapel and the left main door (as facing the Chapel from the entry steps) will be 

used for those exiting the Chapel. After entering, guests must be seated and will not be allowed to 

socialize in the narthex of the Chapel. Guests are requested to sit every fourth pew with a single 

unit (single individual, couple, or family) per pew. The couple or main event contact will be asked 

prior to the event date to provide the number of pews for family members and number of pews 

required for physical distancing for the remaining guests. Those pews with no seating will be roped 

off or otherwise designated as closed. The wedding couple or main event contact can request a 

maximum of two (2) couples to be formally seated prior to the start of the ceremony. Those couples 

will wait in the back pews of the Chapel until formal seating begins.  

 

(iv) Masks. All event participants, guests and vendors are required to wear masks that 

cover their mouth and nose while in the Chapel. The wedding couple may remove their masks 

during their vows while at the chancel area only. 

 

(v) Microphones. Microphones including the standing microphone for the couple and 

the officiant lapel microphone will be cleaned after each wedding. Microphone use on the pulpit 

or lectern is not permitted at this time. Microphones used for singing are not permitted in the 

Chapel at this time. 

 

(vi) Signage. The University must display signage as part of these public health safety 

requirements, including signs reminding guests and participants of the mask requirement and six 

(6)-foot physical distancing requirement, among others. All should expect signs and markings 

throughout the Chapel, including markings on the floor and pews.  

 

(vii) Waiting Areas. The Chapel’s downstairs dressing/waiting room and the ambulatory 

area are available for waiting only. Personal items such as clothing, make-up, hair supplies, food, 

and drink are prohibited from these areas. Personal items such as coats, phones, and purses should 

be left with family members in their pews. Three (3) people are allowed access to the downstairs 

waiting area and two (2) people to the ambulatory waiting area. The wedding couple and attendants 

are encouraged to enter the Chapel directly from their vehicles.  

 

(viii) Flowers. Flower deliveries to the Chapel are not permitted. All personal flowers, 

such as corsages, boutonnieres, and bouquets, must be obtained and pinned prior to entry into the 

Chapel with deliveries directly to the Chapel prohibited.  

 

(ix) Officiant. The Chapel is nondenominational and has no clergy on staff. It is the 

responsibility of the wedding couple or main event contact to secure an officiant to preside at their 

ceremony or service. It is crucial that your officiant be aware of the date and time of the wedding 

ceremony or service. Should the officiant fail to be present for the wedding ceremony or service, 

there is no one at the Chapel who could act as a replacement. 
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(x) Vendors. It is the responsibility of the wedding couple and main event contact to 

communicate the wedding day process and these public safety health measures to their vendors. 

Vendors are required to wear a mask that covers their mouth and nose in the Chapel. Vendors must 

adhere to physical distancing guidelines with Chapel staff. Photographs may only be staged on the 

chancel steps, not the altar area. In addition, only one (1) photographer or videographer will be 

permitted to be in the balcony of the Chapel at any time.    

 

(xi) Communion. Communion is permitted only for the wedding couple and should be 

arranged by the wedding couple with their officiant. Gloves must be worn by the officiant. 

 

(xii) Other Impermissible Items. The following items are not permitted at this time: pew 

bows or pew decorations, programs, hymnals, unity candles, statues or pictures, aisle runners, 

kneelers, and food and drinks. Please note: throwing rice, confetti, birdseed, or flower petals inside 

the Chapel or outside on the Chapel grounds is not allowed. Sparklers and blowing of bubbles are 

also not allowed on the Chapel grounds. 

 

(xiii) Music. A Chapel organist is available to be at your ceremony to play your chosen 

processional and recessional marches. The organist (whether used by the wedding couple or not) 

is provided as part of the Chapel fee. Audio samples of the processional and recessional pieces are 

available on the Chapel’s website. The wedding couple is required to make their music selections 

two (2) months prior to their ceremony from the website’s music selection form. The organist will 

play a fifteen (15) minute organ prelude as guests are being seated. At the conclusion of your 

ceremony the organist will play the recessional march and a short postlude as your guests exit the 

Chapel. No additional musicians or soloist are allowed at this time. No singing or musical 

performances are permitted at this time, except for any singing (unaccompanied by music) done 

as part of the customs of any religious wedding ceremony that must be done without the movement 

of guests, participants, or officiant. Transcriptions of piano or orchestral works or popular 

contemporary tunes as well as recorded music are not permitted.  

 

(xiv) Processional and Recessional. Attendants or event participants will process and 

recess individually. Two (2) attendants or event participants are allowed access to the choir stalls 

on each side during the ceremony. Any remaining attendants or participants will be positioned 

below the chancel steps or in the front pews with appropriate physical distancing. 

 

(xv) Photography and Videography. All photographers and videographers must wear 

masks in the Chapel and follow the Chapel’s physical distancing guidelines of six (6)-feet. 

Photographs and videos of the ceremony may be taken from the following locations: the ends of 

the modified front pews, the double doors of the narthex, the left and right side aisles, the center 

aisle behind the last seated guests, or the gallery. Photographs and videos may also be taken from 

the base of the chancel steps for any of the following: formal seating of family members, the 

wedding processional, and exchange of vows and rings. Only one (1) photographer or videographer 

at a time is allowed in the gallery.  Auxiliary lighting may be used before and after, but not during, 

the ceremony. One (1) hour and fifteen (15) minutes is allocated for the ceremony and photography. 
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A delay in the scheduled start time or a particularly lengthy ceremony will reduce the amount of 

time available for photography and videography. All participants must adhere to the scheduled 

departure time. Photography and videography of weddings for third party use such as television 

programs, advertising, etc. is not permitted. 

 

3. Cleaning. The University expects to clean the Chapel using disinfectant prior to 

the wedding. Such cleaning is expected to be thorough and include wiping railings, doorknobs, 

elevator buttons, pews, high touch areas, the accessible bathroom, waiting room, and ambulatory. 

A hand sanitizer station(s) is expected to be provided by the University. All University staff are 

expected to wear masks while at the Chapel and wash their hands/use hand sanitizer prior to and 

after each wedding. The Chapel’s water fountain is not available for use. 

 

4. Subject to Change. Given the unpredictable and volatile fluctuations to COVID-

19 and the accompanying governmental and policy requirements, the University cannot guarantee 

that any scheduled wedding will be able to occur. The wedding couple is on notice that an 

unpredictable and last-minute cancellation is possible and should plan accordingly. The 

University’s Chapel staff will continue to closely monitor governmental and policy requirements 

and make changes as necessary, from time to time, to these public health safety measures.  

 


